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The university of Magdeburg is one of the youngest universities in Germany. It was founded in 1993, and offers a wide range of programmes for the first and second degree. The Technical University of Magdeburg, the Magdeburg University of Education and the Medical Academy.

International Study Program (ISP)

For others a wide range of opportunities leading to recognized academic degrees — see the full breadth of ISP for study programs German, bilingual, international and the bachelor's degree over 4 semesters. The International Study Program (ISP), providing high potential teaching an internationally established broad range of study programs, is designed to equip students international and the Bachelor's degree over 4 semesters. The ISP bachelor program prepares students for the world of business and academia.

ISP Bachelor Program

The ISP bachelor program prepares students for the world of business and academia. The ISP bachelor program prepares students from all over the world for the many career opportunities in the diverse fields of management, including, e.g., managerial communication, organisational behaviour, international business, human resource management, and economics, including banking and finance. Beyond the teaching of business and economics and finance, the ISP program emphasizes international expertise. The ISP bachelor program prepares students for the world of business and academia.

ISP Master Program

The ISP master program prepares students for the world of business and academia. The ISP master program prepares students for the world of business and academia.

ISP PhD Program

The ISP PhD Program prepares students for the world of business and academia. The ISP PhD Program prepares students for the world of business and academia.

The academic philosophy of ISP, as of FEM respectively, is based on the application of economic theory and utilizes teaching methods that assist students. Developing and expanding your knowledge and opportunities, ISP faculty incorporates an academic and mobility model and eats students how to think strategically in conjunction with a skilled but liberal (thesis-based) or successful professional career.
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FEM operates a vibrant, now expanding network of global cooperation and academic exchange. Our campus provides platform for international workshops, symposia, and conferences, facilitating students, post-docs, guest teachers, and research associates from all over the world. Ensuring enabling its recommendation that students in all programs consider one or two semesters abroad, employ some of the international programs. We support free routes as well as those students opting for exchange agreements. FEM has formally entered into, especially:

- Arizona State University
- National University of Singapore
- University of Technology Sydney
- University of Tartu
- University of Mannheim

Almost every FEM academic collaborates internationally, strives to publish in high ranked international journals, submits review reports, presents at conferences, or short courses to the relevant process of global knowledge exchange. The comprehensive portfolio of our research agenda covers a broad variety of up to date methods and issues, utilizing, among others, experimental or algebraic approaches, addressing topics like behavioral economics, supply chain management or agency theory to mention but a few.

A unified platform of scientific discourse, the FEM research focus “Innovation, Quantitative and Empirical Economics”, pools those manifold interests and research perspectives. For this reason, (free) internal provide the opportunity to encourage interdisciplinary cooperation, bringing together the Faculty’s expert on various facets of a subject under investigation displays.

Aim is to share research output immediately, to disseminate concepts or challenge recent findings of invited speakers, lecturers, and discussion on various facets of a subject under investigation. To encourage interdisciplinary cooperation, bringing together the Faculty’s experts on various facets of a subject under investigation.

In addition, we will focus on fostering a broad variety of research methods. Almost every FEM academic collaborates internationally, strives to publish in high ranked international journals, submits review reports, presents at conferences, or short courses to the relevant process of global knowledge exchange.
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